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AH!
???



What is surprise?

A. An emotion
B. A mental state



Where do you feel
surprise in your body?

A. Stomach
B. Chest
C. Face



How do you look when
you are surprised?

A. Bulging eyes
B. Gaping mouth

C. A and B
D. None of these



How often do you
feel surprised?

A. Rarely
B. Occasionally

C. Often
D. Every day





Surprise
Sequence



1
Freeze
Phase

aka
The Duh Face



2
Find

Phase



3

Shift
Phase



4
Share
Phase



The end
not yet



SURVEY
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SURVEY
Things my students pay attention to:
- when I get my nails done
- when I change my phone case
- when I bring a new game
Things my students don’t pay attention to:
- anything academic related



There is no 
bad memory.

It’s just
lack of ATTENTION

P. Bąbel, M. WIśniak; ‘12 zasad skutecznej edukacji’
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FILMIK



ATTENTION 
DESIGNERS
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You will read
this first
And then you will read this
Then this one

And you will read this last



DESIGN LESSONS
with 

ATTENTION
in mind





SURPRISE
yourself





Box of 
randomness



www.theactiveclass.org.
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short-sighted tell apart taste buds

sensitive palate eyesight hearing loss

perceive make out colour-blind

BINGO   or GOT IT!



Transient
attention

=
getting

attention



Sustained
attention

=
keeping

sb’s attention



Tools for getting and keeping
attention: 

- interrupting patterns
- creating knowledge gaps

- producing predictable unpredictability
- unfolding mystery

- ??



Tools for getting and keeping
attention: 

- interrupting patterns
- creating knowledge gaps

- producing predictable unpredictability
- unfolding mystery

- surprising students



Pattern
Interrupt



OMG!
How cute!

I knew it!





Knowledge 
gaps



1.What colour is it?
2.Why is it this colour?
3.Who made it?
4.Why was it made?
5.What can I do with it?
6.How else can I use it?
7.Where does it take me?
8.How much does it weigh?
9.Who is that guy?
10. Where can I get it?





TLDR



1.What colour is it?
2.Why is it the root of all evil?
3.Who designed it?
4.Why was it made?
5.What can I do with it?
6.How else can I use it?
7.Where does it take me?
8.How much does it weigh?
9.What happens if I don’t have any?
10. Where can I get it?

careful with money
short of money
take out a loan
spend money like water
roll in money
have money to burn
loose change
in the red



Predictable
unpredictability



I’ll show you
what’s on the other side

as soon as 
you catch the phrase

„end up with”
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Congrats!

You deserved
a game!



Congrats!

You deserved
a game!



SURPRISE!
SURPRISE!
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Unfolding
mystery
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A TOP secret, individual goal:
- ask a lot of questions
- elaborate on what other Ss say
- paraphrase
- borrow pencils ;)



My Secret
Agent 
today?



The end
is coming ;)



Surprise,
Tania Luna

LeeAnn Renninger



„A journey ___________ 
_________________

begins ___________
___________ ___________ 

_______________________„



„A journey to sustained
attention begins

with those few seconds
in which you capture
transient attention.” 



The end
Yep, seriously

THANKS 
for your attention J

Magda Kania
mkaniaw@gmail.com


